
RISK ASSESSMENT – GENERAL RISKS

Location / Department: Bowling and seating area Date:05/01/2022

Risk Assessment: Nat Gale Reference:  Xcel Bowl

Hazards? How can harm occur?
RISK ESTIMATION

Existing
Precautions

Additional
Precautions

Unauthorised  incursions  on  to lanes
and  access  to  pin  spotters  by
customers.

Oiled lane surface and approaches.

physical contact with lane bumpers

Ball rack and ball return 

Bowling

Collisions between Bowlers

Ball exit point of console

Bathrooms

Lighting 

Lane cleaning machine

Lane Maintenance/ Cleaning  

Alcohol 

Noise

Slip,  trip or fall,  impact with ancillary
machinery and moving equipment.

Slip, trips and falling.

Slip trips nips and traps  

Crush injuries from dropped balls and
nips from balls returning colliding with
other balls on the rack.

From the bowlers swing/ Crush injury

Fall, Bump crush injury  

Nip

Slip, trips and falling

Suffering  with  photo-sensitive
epilepsy  may  be  averse  to  strobe
lights  during  Xtreme (Friday  7-10pm
Saturday 7-10)

Impact,  collision,  abrasion  and
electrocution.

Chemical products 

Excessive  consumption  increasing
likelihood  and  potential  severity  of
any of the above.

Damage hearing 

Low risk

Low Risk

Low Risk

Moderate Risk

Moderate Risk

Low Risk

Low Risk

Low Risk

Moderate Risk

Low Risk

Low Risk

Low Risk

Low Risk

Lane  minder  now
installed

Who could be harmed?

Employees   Contractors    Visitors  Public

Identify any other individuals or groups of individuals especially at risk:

Young persons    Trainees/Inexperienced persons New/Expectant Mothers

Disabled Persons   New Employees Lone Workers  

Other    (please specify)…………………………………………………………………………….

Existing Precautions

 Unauthorised incursions on to lanes and access to pin spotters by customers.
Signs are clearly displayed at  strategic points warning customers not to cross the foul  line.  The activities of
inexperienced  or  rowdy  customers  in  particular  are  supervised  and  monitored  by  staff.  Extreme  cases  of
rowdiness customers are refused bowling. Back area of pinspotters (Machines) are closed off from the public and
secured with key pad lock.

 Oiled lane surface and approaches



As above. In addition warnings are displayed on our projector screens periodically.

 Physical contact with lane bumpers
Bowlers  lanes/Bumpers/  approaches  are  checked  daily  and  maintained  and  prepared  to  high  standard
throughout each day. 
Lane approaches checks are completed and recorded by staff on an hourly basis. The check also includes the
condition of the seating area. 
Proprietary bowling footwear, manufactured in accordance with British Ten Pin Bowling Association guidelines is
hired to customers.  The Shoes are visually  checks at  the time of  each hire return and is subject  to a more
detailed  weekly  maintenance  check  by  staff.  Signage  is  in  place  warning  customers  not  to  touch  the  lane
bumpers. (Staff use a specific tool for this purpose which is not accessible to customers)

 Ball rack and ball return
Ball return consoles are fitted with trip devices and warning signage to minimize the risk of trapping.

 Bowling
No existing practical control measure. Although children are encouraged to use lighter balls to prevent dropping
and slipping of the ball. Party groups are instructed by the staff of the potential hazard of balls slipping and being
dropped. Staffs also monitor larger groups and rowdy customers.

 Collisions between Bowlers
As above. Also sufficient space is allowed between each lanes to reduce likelihood of collision. Sufficient lighting 

is provided and maintained.

 Ball exit point of console
consoles are fitted with trip devices and warning signage to minimize the risk of trapping

 Bathrooms
Toilets  are  monitored  hourly  throughout  each  day,  cleaned  as  appropriate  and  all  checks  are  logged  and
recorded by staff.

 
 Lighting

Warning signs are displayed at the entrance and appropriate points around the centre of the use of strobe lights
at certain times.

 Lane cleaning machine
All cleaning chemicals for the lanes are assessed under COSHH and are stored at locations within the centre
that are not accessible to the general public. The lane machine and associated mechanics/technical equipment
are stored at sites that are not accessible to the general public when not in use.

 Lane Maintenance/ Cleaning
As above

 Alcohol
Supervision and management of customers displaying alcohol intoxication by staff. Customer who are under the
influence and intoxicated will not be served and will be refused bowling.

 Noise
Speakers are on separate channels so speakers can be turned down on each channel so that the noise is not
excessive. 



Do the existing precautions reduce the risk to the lowest level that is reasonably practicable?

 Yes      No

(If ‘no’ additional precautions must be identified and implemented and the risks re-assessed)

Additional  Precautions Person Responsible Timescale Signature

Person with overall responsibility for ensuring that 
that the precautions are implemented 

Anthony Johns

Assessment review date 05/01/2023

Assessment completed by

Signed: Nat Gale Job title: Manager

Name: (print) Nat Gale Date:05/01/2022
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